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Abstract
Evaluating the visibility between two points is a fundamental problem for ray-tracing and path-tracing algorithms.
Ideally, visibility computations are organized such that a minimum number of geometric primitives need to be
checked for each ray. Replacing complex geometric shapes by a simpler set of primitives is one strategy to control
the amount of intersection calculations. However, approximating the original geometry introduces inaccuracies
in e.g. shadow regions when shadow rays are intersected with the approximate geometry. This paper presents a
theoretical framework for probabilistic visibility evaluation. When intersecting a shadow ray with the scene, we
randomly select the original geometry, the approximated geometry, or one of several correction terms, to be tested.
Not all shadow rays will therefore intersect the original geometry, but our method is able to produce unbiased
images that converge to the correct solution. Although probabilistic visibility evaluation is an experimental idea,
we show several example scenes that highlight the potential for future improvements.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism - Raytracing

1. Introduction

Visibility evaluation along a ray is a common operation in
many rendering algorithms. We can consider two types of
visibility queries: finding the first surface point along a direc-
ted line (so-called first-hit visibility), or figuring out whether
two points are mutually visible to each other (so called any-
hit visibility). In this paper, we will focus specifically on
evaluating the any-hit visibility of shadow rays between sur-
face points in the scene and surface points at a light source.

A naïve ray tracing algorithm needs to test all the geomet-
ric primitives for intersection for each ray. This evaluation
can be accelerated significantly by using an appropriate ac-
celeration structure. Most acceleration structures follow the
ray from start to end, moving through a spatial grid or a hier-
archy of bounding boxes. Once an intersection is found, the
primitives positioned further along the ray can be ignored.

Visibility evaluations can also be simplified by testing
against a geometry proxy, a less complex version of the
original geometry. Intersecting a geometry proxy instead of
the original will introduce errors, which become more pro-
nounced when the geometry proxy becomes less represent-

ative. However, there is a potential for gains in efficiency,
since fewer geometric primitives need to be processed.

In this paper we introduce a new probabilistic visibility al-
gorithm which estimates the visibility using geometric prox-
ies, but is still able to provide unbiased visibility estimates.

The contributions of this paper are the following:

• We develop a theoretical framework that allows for un-
biased shadow computations while testing geometry prox-
ies.

• We present several special cases where the proxies bound
the original geometry or are completely contained in the
original geometry.

• We evaluate the performance of our stochastic algorithm
for a number of scenes of varying complexity.

2. Related work

Acceleration structures. A lot of research towards visibility
evaluation has focused on fast acceleration structures (see
[WMG∗09] for a survey). These can be classified roughly
in adaptive and non-adaptive structures. A regular grid is a
non-adaptive acceleration structures which divides the three
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dimensional space into cells, where each cell only contains
a small number of primitives [FCK∗88], [LD08]. Rays are
traversed front-to-end, stepping from cell to cell, only testing
the contents of each cell intersected by the ray.

Adaptive acceleration structures, such as Bounding
Volume Hierarchies [Wal07] and kD-trees [WMS06] fol-
low a divide-and-conquer approach, where each node in the
hierarchy divides either the objects or the three-dimensional
space in two partitions. During traversal, we start in the root
node and only descend in a child node if the ray passes
through it, achieving logarithmic time efficiency.

Approximate geometry. Several methods exist for gener-
ating approximate geometry for a complex model [CMS98],
[HG97]. The most common simplification algorithms re-
move or cluster vertices based on a quality heuristic. A
complex model can also be approximated by a set of tex-
tured planes [DDSD03], which allows for extreme simpli-
fications while maintaining good quality. Silvennoinen et al.
[SSLL14] propose a new algorithm which converts a com-
plex model to a triangle soup while maintaining its occlusion
properties.

Approximate visibility. Several techniques exist for ap-
proximating visibility values. Lacewell et al. prefilter the oc-
clusion of aggregate geometry and store in each node of the
acceleration structure the opacity of its content [LBBS08].
The traversal of the acceleration structure for shadow rays
can be aborted early, returning the prefiltered opacity of the
node. Imperfect Shadow Maps (ISMs) create several low
resolution shadow maps for a sparse point sampled repres-
entation of the scene [RGK∗08], allowing realtime calcu-
lation of indirect shadows. While ISMs can handle low-
frequency indirect shadows well, they have difficulty dealing
with high-frequency shadows. While our technique uses ap-
proximate geometry, our resulting images are unbiased and
converge to the exact solution.

Stochastic visibility. A novel view on visibility was
presented by [BELD13]. Potential occluders between light
source and points to be shaded are split in two separate
groups and visibility is evaluated by either testing the first,
second or both groups of primitives. The number of intersec-
tion tests is reduced on average, since testing a single group
requires less intersection tests than testing both groups. In
contrast to [BELD13], our method introduces geometric
proxies in the scene and we stochastically select either the
geometric proxies or a special correction term which keeps
the visibility estimation unbiased.

3. Theoretical framework

The visibility function V (x,y) in direct illumination al-
gorithms is usually evaluated between two surface points x
and y. When both points are mutually visible, V (x,y) = 1,
otherwise V (x,y) = 0. To evaluate the visibility function, the
set of geometric primitives P = {p1, p2, . . . pn} between x

Figure 1: Approximations of the Stanford Dragon using
a quadric edge collapse decimation [HG97]. The original
model (top left) consists of 871414 triangles. The approxim-
ation in the top right, bottom left and bottom right consist
of 1024, 256 and 64 triangles respectively. Note that we are
only concerned about shadow cast by the dragon. The ac-
tual geometry simplification is only visualized for illustrative
purposes.

and y need to be tested for intersection with the line segment
xy until an intersection is found.

We consider Vpi (x,y) as the visibility with respect to a
single primitive pi:

Vpi (x,y) =
{

0 if xy intersects primitive pi
1 otherwise

(1)

The visibility function for a set of n geometric primitives
can be expressed as the product of the visibilities of the in-
dividual primitives. The visibility V (x,y) with respect to the
set of geometric primitives P = {p1, p2, ...pn} can be writ-
ten as:

VP (x,y) =Vp1 (x,y) ·Vp2 (x,y) · ... ·Vpn (x,y) (2)

The exact visibility VP (x,y) can be approximated by a dif-
ferent set of primitives P ′ =

{
p′1, p′2, ..., p′m

}
:

VP′ (x,y) =Vp′1 (x,y) ·Vp′2 (x,y) · ... ·Vp′m (x,y) (3)

Using VP′ (x,y) instead of VP (x,y) offers potential gains in
efficiency, if a set of primitives P ′ is used for which the vis-
ibility can be evaluated more efficiently. However, using the
approximate visibility VP′ (x,y) introduces errors in the res-
ulting image, which become more pronounced when the dis-
crepancy between P and P ′ becomes larger (see Figure 1).
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type1

type2

type3

type4

P

P ′

Figure 2: Type1 rays hit both model (P) and the proxy (P ′).
Rays of type2 hit the model, but miss the proxy. Type3 rays
miss the model, but hit the proxy. Rays of type4 miss both the
proxy and the original model.

Ray type VP (x,y) VP′ (x,y) c(x,y)

type1 0 0 0
type2 0 1 -1
type3 1 0 1
type4 1 1 0

Table 1: Visibility values for rays of each type as shown in
Figure 2.

The exact visibility can be expressed as the sum of the
approximate visibility and a correction term:

VP (x,y) =VP′ (x,y)+ c(x,y) (4)

To find an expression for c(x,y), we inspect the different
types of rays which intersect P and P ′. Four types of rays
can be distinguished, illustrated in Figure 2. Each ray type
corresponds to a visibility configuration as summarized in
Table 1. The approximate visibility VP′ (x,y) differs from
VP (x,y) for rays of type type2 and type3. The visibility dis-
crepancy for rays of type2 occur due to under-occlusion. The
approximate primitives do not block all the rays would be
blocked by the original primitives. The errors for rays of
type3 occur due to over-occlusion, caused by the approxim-
ate primitives which block more rays than the original prim-
itives.

To correct for under- and overocclusion, we subtract and
add the visibility configuration of type2 and type3 rays from
the approximate visibility:

VP (x,y) =VP′ (x,y)

+VP (x,y)VP′ (x,y)

−VP′ (x,y)VP (x,y)

(5)

where a indicates the complementary boolean value of a.

This equation can also be derived from set theory by the
following observation:

{rays that hit P}∪{rays that hit P ′ but not P }
=
{

rays that hit P ′
}
∪{rays that hit P but not P ′ }

(6)

By substituting these sets of rays with the appropriate
boolean expressions, one can deduce Equation 5.

3.1. Stochastic visibility evaluation

In this section we will review the theory on how to evaluate
Equation 5 stochastically, following the same approach as
[BELD13]. Any sum S = s1 + s2 + ...+ sn can be estimated
by selecting a single term si and dividing by the probability
pi of selecting that term. The value S̃ = si/pi is an unbiased
estimator of the sum S when the probability pi > 0 for every
term si, as can be seen from the following equation:

E
[
S̃
]
= p1 ·

s1
p1

+ p2 ·
s2
p2

+ ...+ pn ·
sn

pn
= S (7)

We can apply this theory to stochastically evaluate Equa-
tion 5 to obtain the following unbiased estimator for the ex-
act visibility VP (x,y):

Ṽ (x,y) =


VP′ (x,y)

p1
with probability p1 (a)

VP′ (x,y)VP (x,y)
p2

with probability p2 (b)

−VP′ (x,y)VP (x,y)
p3

with probability p3 (c)

(8)

To evaluate the first term (a), we only need to intersect the
approximate geometry P ′. The terms (b) and (c) require us
to test both the exact and the approximate geometry. We can
skip the evaluation of the exact geometry when VP′ (x,y)= 0
for the second term (b) and when VP′ (x,y) = 0 for the third
term (c).

Table 2 summarizes the values of the estimator for each
ray type. From this table we can easily verify that the ex-
pected value of the estimator is equal to the exact visibility.

Ray type Exact values Stochastic evaluation

VP VP′
VP′
p1

VPVP′
p2

-VP′VP
p3

type1 0 0 0 0 0
type2 0 1 1

p1
0 - 1

p3

type3 1 0 0 1
p2

0
type4 1 1 1

p1
0 0

Table 2: Stochastic visibility evaluation for each type of ray.
Each line shows for of the four ray types; the exact visibility
values (leftmost columns) and the stochastic values (right-
most columns).
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3.2. Variance analysis

We estimate the variance of the Ṽ (x,y) with respect to the
population of all the possible rays xy in the scene. The aver-
age visibility over all the rays can be considered as the frac-
tion of rays for which VP (x,y) = 1. We define fi to be the
relative fraction of all the rays which belong to typei. The
average visibility can be expressed as:

Vavg = f3 + f4 (9)

The fractions fi allow us to model the quality of the approx-
imation P ′. We define:

fhit =
f1

f1 + f2
(10)

fmiss =
f4

f3 + f4
(11)

Intuitively, of all the rays which hit the original geometry,
fhit is the fraction of these rays that also hit the proxy. Like-
wise, of all the rays which miss the original geometry, fmiss
is the fraction of these rays that also miss the proxy.

The variance associated with the estimator in Equation 8
is equal to:

Var
[
Ṽ (x,y)

]
= E

[
Ṽ (x,y)2

]
−E

[
Ṽ (x,y)

]2 (12)

The expected value of Ṽ (x,y) for the population of all rays is
equal to the average visibility Vavg, because Ṽ (x,y) is an un-
biased estimator for the exact visibility VP (x,y). This allows
us to calculate the variance for each typei as summarized in
Table 3.

Ray type Fraction Variance

type1 f1 0−V 2
avg

type2 f2 1
p1
+ 1

p3
−V 2

avg

type3 f3 1
p2
−V 2

avg

type4 f4 1
p3
−V 2

avg

Table 3: The variance of the visibility estimator for each ray
type.

The variance in function of the average visibility Vavg and
the quality of the approximation is equal to:

Var
[
Ṽ (x,y)

]
= E

[
Ṽ (x,y)2

]
−V 2

avg (13)

= f2

(
1
p1

+
1
p3

)
+

f3
p2

+
f4
p3
−V 2

avg (14)

If we express the fractions fi in function of fhit , fmiss and

Vavg:

Var
[
Ṽ (x,y)

]
= E

[
Ṽ (x,y)2

]
−Vavg

2 (15)

=
(1−Vavg)(1− fhit)(p1 + p3)

p1 + p3

+
Vavg (1− fmiss)

p2
+

Vavg fmiss

p1
−Vavg

2
(16)

Equation 16 expresses the variance for a single ray in a
scene, where the population of all rays has an average visib-
ility of Vavg. The fractions fhit and fmiss model how closely
the exact visibility VP (x,y) matches the approximate visib-
ility VP′ (x,y).

We will use this expression in Section 4 to choose the op-
timal probabilities which minimize the variance.

3.3. Outside proxies

We examine the special case when the approximate primit-
ives P ′ form a bounding volume for the original primitives
P (see Figure 3).

type1

type3

type4

P

P ′

Figure 3: Rays of type2 do not exist, because it is impossible
for a ray to hit the original model (P) without hitting the
outside proxy (P ′)

This case has the special property that rays of type2,
which hit P but miss P ′, do not exist. Therefore the fraction
fhit , of rays which hit an outside proxy and hit an original
primitive, equals 1. This allows us to simplify Equation 5 to:

VP (x,y) =VP′ (x,y)+VP′ (x,y)VP (x,y) (17)

The variance simplifies to equation:

Var
[
Ṽ (x,y)

]
=

Vavg (1− fmiss)

p2
+

Vavg fmiss

p1
−Vavg

2 (18)

Outside proxies are a useful special case since they are fre-
quently used, in the form of axis aligned bounding boxes.
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3.4. Inside proxies

We can define a proxy which is fully contained inside the
original geometry as illustrated in Figure 4.

type1

type2

type4

P

P ′

Figure 4: Rays of type3 do not exist, because it is impossible
for a ray to miss the original model (P) after hitting the in-
side proxy (P ′). Note that this requires the original geometry
to form a watertight mesh.

Rays of type3 do not exist when inside proxies are used,
because it is impossible for a ray to miss the original prim-
itives P and also hit the inside proxy. Note that this requires
the original primitives P to form a watertight mesh. This
implies we always miss the inside proxy when we miss the
original primitives and therefore the fraction fmiss = 1. This
allows us to simplify Equation 5 to:

VP (x,y) =VP′ (x,y)+VP (x,y)VP′ (x,y) (19)

The variance simplifies to equation:

Var
[
Ṽ (x,y)

]
=

(1−Vavg)(1− fhit)

p1 (1− p1)
+

Vavg

p1
−Vavg

2 (20)

4. Practical algorithm

Our goal is to evaluate the direct illumination, using
stochastic visibility. The direct illumination is evaluated at
the points x visible from the camera as given by the direct
illumination integral [DBB06]:

L (x→ θ) =∫
S

fr (x,θ↔ yx)L (y→ x)VP (x,y)G(x,y)dSy
(21)

where y are points on the light source, fr is the BRDF,
L (y→ x) the emission of the light source, G(x,y) the geo-
metric coupling term and VP (x,y) the exact visibility evalu-
ated by testing all the primitives P in the scene.

To evaluate the direct illumination using stochastic visib-
ility, we replace the exact visibility VP (x,y) evaluated for
each shadow ray with the stochastic estimator Ṽ (x,y). For

an efficient evaluation of Ṽ (x,y) we construct seperate ac-
celeration structures for the sets P and P ′, to accelerate the
evaluation of the approximate VP′ (x,y) and exact visibility
VP (x,y).

In the remainder of this section, we will focus on how
we determine the probabilities and various implementation
details.

4.1. Probabilities for minimum variance

To reduce the stochastic noise, we choose the probabilities
p1, p2 and p3 such that the variance given by Equation 16
is minimized. This gives us the following optimal probabil-
ities:

• Inside proxies:

p1 =
1− fhit (1−Vavg)

Vavg

−
√

(1− fhit)(1−Vavg)(1− fhit (1−Vavg))

Vavg

p2 = 0

p3 = 1− p1

The probability p2 can be set to zero, because the corres-
ponding term VP′ (x,y)VP (x,y) will always be equal to
zero (as shown in Section 3.4).

• Outside proxies:

p1 =
fmiss−

√
fmiss− fmiss

2

2 fmiss−1

p2 = 1− p1

p3 = 0

The probability p3 can be set to zero, because the corres-
ponding term−VP′ (x,y)VP (x,y) will always be equal to
zero (as shown in Section 3.3).

• General proxies: an analytical formula for the optimal
probabilities p1, p2 and p3 could not be found for proxies
where the set P’ can be arbitrarily inside and outside the
set P . These probabilities are approximated numerically
for a set of sample points and tabulated.

The fractions fhit , fmiss and the average visibility Vavg are
unknown. To estimate these, we trace a number of probe rays
which evaluate the exact and the approximate visibility for
every point x. Vavg is set to the average visibility of the probe
rays. fhit and fmiss are set respectively to the fraction of rays
which hit/miss a proxy after hitting/missing the original geo-
metry.

Figure 5 illustrates the reduction in variance when us-
ing adaptive probabilities. Columns 1, 3 and 5 illustrate the
stochastic visibility evaluation where the probabilities are
chosen to be equal. Columns 2, 4 and 6 show the stochastic
visibility evaluation where the probabilities are chosen ad-
aptively after sending 16 probe rays.

c© 2014 The Author(s)
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Inside proxies
Equal prob.

Inside proxies
Adaptive prob.

Outside proxies
Equal prob.

Outside proxies
Adaptive prob.

General proxies
Equal prob.

General proxies
Adaptive prob.

16
sr

10
24

sr

Figure 5: Stochastic visibility evaluation while using different types of proxies in the Cornell box with dragons (see Table 5).
We used 16 probe rays to select the adaptive probabilities. The contributions of the probe rays are not taken into account. The
first row shows that using the adaptive probabilities are very effective at reducing the stochastic noise. The second row show
that all techniques converge to the correct solution.

4.2. Probabilities for minimizing the cost

Minimization of the variance does not give the most cost-
efficient probabilities. In regions where both P ′ and P are
hit, minimization of the variance will assign a high value to
the probability p2 of the term VP′ (x,y)VP (x,y). This is a lo-
gical result because in the regions where VP′ (x,y) is hit, the
term VP′ (x,y)VP (x,y) becomes equal to the exact visibility
VP (x,y). However, to minimize the cost it is more efficient
to only intersect the proxy, in regions where both the proxy
and the original geometry are hit.

We were not able to minimize the product of the vari-
ance and cost analytically. Therefore, we propose a heuristic
which increases the probability p1 and decreases the prob-
abilities p2 and p3 when VP (x,y) and VP′ (x,y) lead to the
same results:

p′1 = 1− p′2− p′3 (22)

p′2 = p2 · 4
√

1− ( f1 + f4) (23)

p′3 = p3 · 4
√

1− ( f1 + f4) (24)

The heuristic 4
√

1− ( f1 + f4) decreases the probabilities of
p2 and p3 only when f1 + f4 is almost equal to one. The
sum f1 + f4 is a measure for the number of rays which hit
or miss both the proxy and the original geometry. Figure 6
shows that the cost heuristic is able assign a higher chance to
p1 in the umbra of the Cornell box with dragons scene. The
probabilities in the penumbra and illuminated regions of the
scene remain unchanged.

Note that although we assign a higher value to p1 which
only tests the proxy in regions where VP (x,y) and VP′ (x,y)
are nearly identical, the visibility evaluation still remains un-
biased and converges to the correct solution.

4.3. Splitting the visibility

Naïvely replacing the exact visibility VP (x,y) with Ṽ (x,y)
introduces unwanted side effects in the visibility evaluation.
Imagine a scene where every object has an outside proxy

low high

Figure 6: Probability p1 assigned to the term VP′ (x,y)
for the Cornell box with Dragons from low (black) to high
(white). On the left, we minimize the variance. On the right,
we apply the correction term. Note that in the hard shadow
regions of the scene, p1 has a higher value when applying
the correction term.

and where the visibility is evaluated stochastically. When
we evaluate the visibility from a point x on an object in the
scene, the point x will always be inside the bounding box of
the object and therefore, VP′ (x,y) = 0. The stochastic visib-
ility equation would degenerate to:

VP (x,y) =VP′ (x,y)+VP (x,y)VP′ (x,y)

−VP′ (x,y)VP (x,y)
(25)

= 0+VP (x,y)0−0 ·VP (x,y) (26)

To solve this problem, we split the visibility in two separate
terms: the visibility of the object hit at the point x and the
visibility of other primitives in the scene. Assume that the
object hit at x consists of the set O primitives. We split the
visibility as:

Ṽ (x,y) =VO (x,y) · ṼP\O (x,y) (27)

The visibility against the objectO is evaluated exactly to ac-
count for self intersections. The visibility for the other prim-
itives in the scene P \O is evaluated stochastically.

c© 2014 The Author(s)
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To practically implement the visibility splitting, we used
object instancing. The set of primitives O is the intersec-
ted instance at the position x. To calculate the visibility
ṼP\O (x,y), we intersect the primitives in P , but ignore any
intersections with the instance O.

5. Experiments

We evaluated our algorithm in several scenes of varying
complexity (see Table 4).

• Cornell box with dragons: this scene features simple
geometry and regular shadow patterns with large umbra
regions on the floor. The outside proxies for the dragons
are the tightest bounding boxes for the model. A general
proxy is created with a quadratic edge collapse algorithm
and consists of 512 triangles (examples in Figure 1). The
inside proxies are generated by placing 40 maximum in-
scribed spheres along the medial axis of the dragon.
• Nature and forest scene: these scenes feature moderate

complex geometry and very irregular shadows. The out-
side proxies are chosen to be the tightest bounding boxes
for every model in the scene. The general proxies are
generated using a clustering decimation algorithm. For
every model in the scene, the vertices of the triangles are
clustered in a grid, where the cells have a size equal to 3%
of the size of the bounding box of the model.
• Hairball scene: this scene features highly complex geo-

metry. The outside proxy is constructed by calculating the
convex hull of the hairball. A general proxy is construc-
ted by simplifying the convex hull to a triangle count of
32 triangles.

We rendered the scenes using exact visiblity evaluation
and with our techniques using various settings. Table 5
shows an equal time comparison of the exact visibility es-
timation compared to stochastic visibility using outside and
general proxies. Table 6 shows an equal time comparison of
exact visibility estimation compared to stochastic visibility
using inside proxies (we included difference images against
a ground truth image in the supplementary materials). Note
that we were only able to generate the inside proxies for the
Cornell box with dragons, since inside proxies require the
original geometry to form watertight models. Figure 8 shows
the mean squared error for increasingly longer render times.

For scenes with moderate to complex geometry (Nature,
Forest and Hairball scene), our algorithms are able to trace
more shadow rays than when using exact visibility. The only
exception is the Nature scene, where we were unable to cast
more shadow rays than exact visibility when using mixed
proxies. This is due the fact that the mixed proxies consist of
5.4M triangles, compared to 138K bounding boxes for the
outside proxies.

Our algorithm performs worse in the Cornell box with
dragons. This scene contains large umbra regions. An accel-
eration structure is very efficient in finding an intersection in

Cornell box
with dragons

Nature
scene

Forest
scene

Hairball
scene

Scene
primitives 3.5M 19.0M 291.1M 2.9M

Inside proxy
primitives 180 - - -

Outside proxy
primitives 9 134K 577 743

Mixed proxy
primitives 2000 5.4M 13824 32

Table 4: Summary of the primitive count in the scene. Each
column shows the number of primitives of the scene and the
number of primitives used for the inside, outside and mixed
proxies.

low high

Figure 7: The number of shadow ray intersection tests in the
Cornell box with dragons and the Hairball scene. For simple
geometry, the highest intersection count is in the penumbra.
For complex geometry, the intersection count is high in um-
bra and penumbra. Stochastic visibility has an advantage in
scenes with complex geometry, because it is more efficient to
intersect a simple proxy than the complex geometry. Our al-
gorithm fails for simple geometry, because an acceleration
structure can find an intersection very efficiently.

these regions, but has more trouble in the penumbra where
the rays nearly miss an object. In the umbra, testing the exact
geometry is roughly as efficient as testing the approximate
geometry.

To support this claim, we rendered the number of shadow
ray intersections in the Cornell box with dragons and in
the Hairball scene (see Figure 7). In the Cornell box with
dragons, most of the shadow ray intersections are located in
the penumbra, where the shadow rays nearly miss the dragon
model. In the umbra, finding an intersection with the exact
geometry is as efficient as using outside and general prox-
ies. However, the Hairball scene features a complex geo-
metrical model and an acceleration structure requires a high

c© 2014 The Author(s)
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number of intersections tests to find an intersection with the
hairball. This figure clearly shows that for highly complex
geometry, intersecting a proxy is much more efficient than
the actual geometry. Therefore, in scenes with large umbra
regions, there is no advantage in using stochastic visibility.
Scenes with very complex geometry can benefit from using
stochastic visibility.

Figure 8 shows that our stochastic visibility estimation has
the same convergence speed as exact visibility estimation.
Although our stochastic visibility evaluation is able to trace
more shadow rays in scenes with high complex geometry
(see Forest and Hairball scene in Table 5), the exact visibility
achieves lower mean squared errors. This can be explained
by the fact that the additional noise introduced by stochastic-
ally evaluating the visibility cannot be compensated by the
additional shadow rays. The graphs also show that the ad-
aptive probabilities are an effective means to decrease the
mean squared error. However, our adaptive technique fails
in the Forest scene, where the 16 probe rays are not able to
estimate the probabilities correctly.

6. Conclusions

We have presented a theoretical framework for unbiased vis-
ibility evaluation using geometry proxies. We demonstrated
that our stochastic visibility algorithm is able to produce un-
biased images. Although probabilistic visibility evaluation is
an experimental idea, we show several example scenes that
highlight the potential for future improvements.
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Niels Billen, Ares Lagae, Philip Dutré / Probabilistic visibility evaluation using geometry proxies

Exact visibility Outside proxies Outside proxies General proxies General proxies
(equal prob.) (adaptive prob.) (equal prob.) (adaptive prob.)

Cornell box with
dragons

Time 157.7s 157.2s 154.7s 149.0s 165.5s
Shadow rays 256 256 192 192 240
Intersection tests 134M 194M 173M 115M 168M
Traversal steps 6369M 4101M 4264M 3067M 3677M
MSE 6.158E-7 4.089E-5 9.689E-6 1.083E-4 9.916E-6

Nature scene

Time 491.5s 507.4s 491.7s 495.4s 493.3s
Shadow rays 256 400 272 240 208
Intersection tests 1099M 1100M 1036M 762M 786M
Traversal steps 29919M 33398M 31470M 31204M 27828M
MSE 3.894E-6 1.041E-5 7.522E-6 4.214E-5 3.223E-5

Forest scene

Time 567.8s 575.9s 557.4s 573.5s 570.6s
Shadow rays 256 384 336 352 336
Intersection tests 1206M 1205M 1184M 1298M 1278M
Traversal steps 24902M 22115M 22028M 19997M 19265M
MSE 3.548E-5 5.455E-5 6.008E-5 9.371E-5 1.633E-4

Hairball scene

Time 658.5s 656.0s 649.5s 651.0s 653.9s
Shadow rays 256 368 352 496 480
Intersection tests 1395M 1284M 1272M 1250M 1387M
Traversal steps 13130M 12555M 12228M 11236M 11147M
MSE 4.461E-7 5.36E-6 3.125E-6 7.628E-6 2.488E-6

Table 5: Equal time comparison of exact visibility estimation against stochastic visibility estimation. For a rougly equal amount
of time, this table summarizes the number of shadow rays the algorithm was able to cast to evaluate the visibility at a point,
the number of intersection tests performed for shadow rays, the number of traversal steps through the acceleration structures
for the shadow rays and the mean squared error compared to a reference image (for difference images against the reference
images, we refer to the supplementary materials).
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Niels Billen, Ares Lagae, Philip Dutré / Probabilistic visibility evaluation using geometry proxies

Exact visibility Inside proxies Inside proxies
(equal prob.) (adaptive prob.)

Cornell box with
dragons

Time 157.7s 160.0s 158.6s
Shadow rays 256 192 240
Intersection tests 134M 78M 102M
Traversal steps 6369M 3288M 3121M
MSE 6.158E-7 6.798E-5 1.481E-5

Table 6: Equal time comparison of exact visibility estimation against stochastic visibility estimation using inside proxies. Note
that the inside proxies are only generated for the dragons, because the models have to be watertight to be able to create inside
proxies.
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Figure 8: Mean squared error versus time for our four test scenes.
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